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Dip problem of the electron mobility on a thin helium film
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Electrons floating above liquid helium form an ideal two-dimensional system with an extremely high mo-
bility. However, the mobility can change substantially when decreasing the thickness of the helium film from
bulk to a thin film of a few hundred Å. Furthermore it is observed that for certain film thicknesses there is a
pronounced dip in the mobility. We present theoretical investigations and measurements concerning this prob-
lem. Taking into account the roughness of the substrate, which supports the helium film, we find theoretically
a discontinuity in the chemical potential of the electrons which results in a diplike behavior in the electron
current and hence in the electron mobility. This scenario is supported by direct measurements of the electron
current on substrates with different roughness and at different electron densities.
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A two-dimensional~2D! electron sheet, localized on th
surface of a liquid helium film, forms a well-defined Co
lomb system. The mobility of such a charge system stron
depends on the thickness of the helium film. Whereas
bulk helium the electron mobility can reach extremely hi
values up to 104 m2/V s,1 for a thin van der Waals film the
mobility can drastically decrease and usually depends on
surface quality of the underlying substrate.

One of the qualitative questions in the 2D electron kin
ics is the so-called dip problem in the electron mobility on
thin liquid helium film. The first indication of this phenom
enon was given by mobility measurements of electrons
relatively thick helium films~around 1024cm) on a sapphire
substrate.2 Later, a similar behavior was observed in the m
bility of electrons on very thin helium films~around
1026 cm) adsorbed on a quench-condensed solid hydro
substrate.3,4 However, so far it is not clear whether there
any correlation between the data of Refs. 2 and Refs. 3,

There exist several interpretations for the dip effect. In
paper by Peeters and Jackson5 the electron mobility on he-
lium films above aflat substrate is calculated. It predicts th
monotonic mobility decrease versus the coupling const
which is sensitive to the helium film thickness, and the no
monotonic mobility behavior due to the self-trapping effe
However, the authors conclude that self-trapping of the e
trons can not explain the dip behavior in Ref. 2, becaus
this case the self-trapping energy is too small with respec
the experimental temperature. Various experiments w
electrons on helium films~see the review article by Dahm6!
show the monotonic decrease of electron mobility versus
coupling constant. But there is no indication of the dip effe
which should be more probable in the self-trappi
scenario,5 when the helium film thickness becomes sm
enough.

The second interpretation for the dip effect is given fo
nonflatsubstrate. As shown in Refs. 4 and 7 a diplike behav-
ior of the electron mobility versus helium film thickness c
develop in the presence of substrate corrugation. The fi
expression for the dip effect looks quite reasonable. But th
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are still open questions. The conductivity term in Ref. 4
sensitive to the wave number of the substrate corrugati8

Such a situation is only possible, if the corrugation is pe
odic. However, no comment on this issue is given, and fr
such scenario we cannot formulate a suitable expressio
the conductivity for a randomly rough substrate.

So, it becomes clear that the existing explanations for
dip effect in the electron mobility versus helium film thick
ness are not unitary. In this paper we consider some asp
of the 2D kinetics of electrons on helium films above a ra
domly rough solid substrate. The amplitude of this roughn
is not small with respect to the helium film thickness. Und
these conditions a 2D electron system shows a two-frac
behavior,9 which explains the mobility dip effect and is vali
both for thin and thick He films. Measurements are presen
which show the dip effect and support the above scenar

We use a so-called two-fraction model for the density
an electron system above a thin liquid helium film adsorb
on a rough solid substrate.9 One of the components of th
electron densityne corresponds to the free electron motio
along the helium surface. The second onenl represents pos
sible localized electrons due to the potential wells caused
the roughness of the underlying solid substrate. It is evid
that

ne1nl5ns , ~1!

wherens is the total 2D electron density. This is usually fixe
by an applied holding field. However, the ratio between th
fractions can vary. The filling factorsne andnl are controlled
by the electrochemical potentialm. An investigation of the
characteristics of the electrons shows au-function-like be-
havior of m versusne under certain conditions~see Fig. 1!,
as discussed below.

The electronic Ohm law has the conventional structure

j xx5e21sxx

]m

]x
with m5ew1m0~ne!, ~2!
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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wheresxx is the diagonal conductivity of the 2D system,w
is the electric potential, andm0 is the chemical part ofm. The
diffusive contribution in definition~2!

]m0

]x
>

]m0

]ne

]ne

]x
~3!

has an opposite sign to the electric partsxx]w/]x of the total
current j xx ~this follows from general quasiequilibrium the
modynamics! and usually is quite small. If the derivativ
]m0 /]ne from Eq. ~3! gets big enough, then the compens
tion between the two contributions becomes essential
results in a diplike feature ofj xx .

The details of the behavior of electrons floating on top
a helium film, which is adsorbed on a substrate with giv
roughness, are presented in Ref. 9. Here we indicate only
existence of two essential parameters:~a! the effective den-
sity of ‘‘active tops’’ ~those roughness peaks of the substr
which cause localisation of electrons, for details see Ref!
na and ~b! the coupling energy for electrons on these to
Va . na is defined by the number of electrons which are
calized by the roughness peaks of the substrate.Va is the
coupling energy of the 2D electrons to the roughness pe
of the solid substrate. Bothna andVa continuously grow as
the helium film decreases and can be regarded as phe
enological features.

For the definition of the chemical potential we follow th
same procedure as in semiconductors.10 So regarding defini-
tion ~1!, with the componentsnl andne versusm0, we have

nl1ne5ns , nl5
na

exp@~Va2m0!/T#11
, Va,0,

ne5
n0

e

exp~2m0 /T!11
, n0

e5
mT

2p\2
. ~4!

FIG. 1. Shown is the chemical potentialm0 as function of the
coupling energyVa and the density ratio of the number of localize
electrons due to the active topsna to the total number of electron
ns . Whenna5ns then there is a sharp drop inm0, which increases
as the coupling energy gets bigger.
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Here m is the electron mass,T the temperature, andn0
e the

free electron density of states. Thus Eq.~4! describes the
definition of m0 versusVa ,T, andns . Introducing the nota-
tion x5exp(2m0 /T) ande5exp(Va /T) for Va,0, we get for
x the expression

2ensx5@e~n0
e2ns!1~na2ns!#

1A@e~n0
e2ns!1~na2ns!#

214ens~n0
e1na2ns!.

~5!

The second term in Eq.~5! is always positive. The first
term, however, changes sign~in the limit e→0) when na
crosses the value ofns . Before this point there is a stron
compensation between these two terms. So at the condi

na5ns , ~6!

the compensation stops, resulting in a jump of the chem
potential, see Fig. 1.

From Fig. 2 we can see that the derivative

]m0

]na
5

]m0

]ne

]ne

]na

has the mentioned diplike behavior if the system crosses
point na5ns . Under the usual conditions thatns is constant
the situation in Eq.~6! can be crossed during a continuo
change of the thickness of the helium film, see Fig. 3~details
of this coupling are not presented here!.

A further condition for]m0 /]na resulting in such an im-
pressive peak, see Fig. 2, is thatVa is not sensitive to the
roughness details. By definitionVa}2e2/4da with da as the
local helium film thickness above the roughness tops. T
estimation of this value follows from

DC3

da
3

'rg~h1^d&1dda!

FIG. 2. Shown is the derivative of chemical potential agai
density of active tops]m0 /]na , as function of the density ratio
na /ns and the coupling energyVa . The pronounced dip atna5ns

causes a drop in the electron current, see definition~2!, and hence in
the mobility of the electrons.
1-2
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if h@^d&. DC3 is the Hamaker constant,r the liquid helium
density,h the distance between the helium film and the le
of the bulk helium,̂ d& the average thickness of the heliu
film, and dda the fluctuation of the local helium film thick
ness.dda can be comparable tôd&, but in any casedda

!h. ThereforeVa is not dependent on these fluctuations.
So concluding from the above consideration at least

predictions can be made.~a! The position of the dip is sen
sitive to the level of roughness of the solid substrate and~b!
sensitive to the equilibrium electron density.

To verify our model we have performed measurements
this problem. The electrons are continuously generated b
tungsten filament and float above a thin helium film cover
a substrate atT'1.4K. This substrate consists either of se
eral in-plane metal electrodes or a rectangular silicon wa
which is contacted on two opposite sides forming source
drain. The principle experimental setup is sketched in
inset of Fig. 5. Applying ascending potentials on the sin
metal electrodes, or in the case of the Si substrate a pote
difference directly across the wafer~which is barely conduct-
ing at low temperature!, we transport the electrons above t
helium surface over a distance of several millimeters. T
‘‘horizontal’’ dc current is detected with an additiona
pick-up electrode. The dc method is described in detai
Ref. 11.

Maintaining a certain configuration of potentials, we e
tablish a constant dc-electron current. By varying the b
helium level below the substrate we can directly measure
dependence of this current on the He-film thickness. T
helium level is controlled by a cylindrical capacitor with
resolution of'60 mm. So the changes in helium film thick
ness can be measured to an accuracy of a few nm for fi
'100 nm thickness and to a few Å for films'40 nm.

FIG. 3. Shown are directly measured currents of electrons t
eling along a helium film adsorbed on a Cu or Au substrate. Th
currents represent a direct determination of the electrons invo
during a dc transport experiment along a source-gate-drain e
trode setup, see the inset of Fig. 5 and Ref. 11. The different cur
magnitudes are due to different electron densities. In the case o
rough Cu substrate the dip in current appears always at a thick
film, in contrast to the smoother Au evaporated on glass, as
pected.
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However, there is an uncertainty in the absolute He le
~hence the error bars in Fig. 5!.

In Fig. 3 we show typical results for the floating electro
current on an standard copper epoxy board as substrate
for gold evaporated on glass. Figure 4 represents the cur
behavior for a smooth Si substrate. We always observe th
features:~1! the signal does not appear before a certain fi
thickness is achieved,~2! then the current increases rapid
to a certain value followed by a smaller increase as the
lium film gets thicker, and~3! it shows a dip which results in
a dramatic decrease of electron current at the critical fi
thickness.

We start with a dry substrate and then continuously gr
a thin helium film on it. At the beginning most electrons a
lost to the substrate.12 In addition, due to scattering on roug
spots the mobility is very low. This is the first feature. But
the helium film gets thicker, motion across the surface
comes possible and so the signal at the pick-up electr
builds up–the second feature. The third feature agrees
the theoretical argument from above. We keep in mind t
the filament generates electrons continuously. When the
bility decreases at a critical film thickness because of
roughness of the substrate, i.e.,nl>nstable>ns , then there are
less electrons in time which can reach the pick-up electr
and hence the electron current decreases. The subse
increase in current is due to a further increase in the th
ness of the He film.

Although all these measurements show this dip, the de
of each dip is different. This can be explained by differe
electron densities and substrate roughness.11 The Cu sub-
strate is rougher than the silicon wafer; a consequence is
lower value of the stable electron density on it.12 The fila-
ment ensures a steady supply of electrons, but if they are
stable, the dip in]m0 /]na suffices for vanishing of the sig
nal. In contrast to this feature, we have less localized e
trons on the silicon wafer. In general a pure diffusive tran
port is not possible as we always have an inhomogene
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FIG. 4. Shown are electron currents along a helium film a
sorbed on a Si wafer. In the case of a smoother Si surface the
in current occurs at thinner helium films than on Au or Cu, see F
3. The different curves are due to different electron densities,
ns2.ns1.
1-3
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roughness distribution and therefore still some freely mov
electrons even if]m0 /]na has a minimum, and so the sign
does not completely vanish.

The dependence of the maximum current on the unde
ing substrate, i.e., roughness, and the thickness of the He
at the dip is shown in Fig. 5. From our model we expect t
as the roughness of the substrate gets smoother the
moves to thinner He films. This is verified by the experime
tal data, see Fig. 5.

If the total electron density grows then we need mo
active tops to fulfill condition~6!. Because]na /]d,0 a
density increase, sayns2.ns1, results in the condition

ds1.ds2 , ~7!

FIG. 5. Summarized is the measured dc-current dependenc
function of the helium film thickness at the dip and function of t
roughness of the underlying substrate. The inset shows the ex
mental setup schematically.
nd
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whereds1 andds2 follow from Eq. ~6!; index ‘‘s’’ reflects the
properties of thereal helium film with electrons on top. The
thickness of this film is sensitive to the electron density~see,
e.g., Ref. 13!

ds
215~d231ans

2!1/3, a52pe2/~DC3!, ~8!

whered is the helium thickness of the uncharged film. Com
bining Eqs.~7! and ~8! gives the inequality

d1
232d2

23,a~ns2
2 2ns1

2 !, ~9!

which certainly ‘‘works’’ for d1.d2. But, whennsÞ0, the
conditiond1,d2 becomes possible. Such a situation is en
getically favorable if the electron density is finite and larg
Hence for the same roughness the dip moves to a thinnerreal
helium film (ds), but the measuredd increases withns . This
behavior is observed in the mobility measurements2 and in
our recent direct 2D current data, see Figs. 3 and 4.

In conclusion, we investigated the problem of the dip
the electron mobility on a thin helium film by taking int
account the influence of the random surface roughness o
substrate, which supports the thin helium film. When t
number of ‘‘active’’ roughness peaks is of the same size
the number of electrons floating above the helium film th
one finds a discontinuity in the chemical potential of t
electrons. This results in a diplike behavior in the electr
current and hence in the mobility. We performed experime
on this problem which support the theoretical scenario.
that purpose the electron current is directly determined,
substrates of different roughness and at different elec
densities.
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